Assignment 9

Due on 2020-04-01, 23:59 IST.

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1. Which is the right stage to instil professional leaders in a start-up?
   - Ideation stage
   - Prototype stage
   - Fourty growth stage
   - Majority stage
   
   Accepted Answers: Fourty growth stage

2. What are the capabilities and skills required for a founder leader or professional leader?
   - Technical
   - Business
   - Cultural
   - All of the above
   
   Accepted Answers: All of the above

3. What is the typical Founders’ dilemma?
   - Which product to make
   - Which market to seek
   - What capacity to build
   - Where to go control
   
   Accepted Answers: Where to go control

4. One of the toughest challenges for a CEO is
   - Decision making
   - Paradigm management
   - Developing leaders
   - Developing strategy
   
   Accepted Answers: Developing strategy

5. The first industrial entrepreneurial ventures of India were set up by Tata and Birlas in the
   - Late 1960s and early 1970s
   - Early 1950s
   - Late 1940s
   - None of the above
   
   Accepted Answers: Late 1940s

6. Match the learning task with the following categories:
   - Technological
   - Power generation and transmission
   - Both of the above
   - None of the above
   
   Accepted Answers: Both of the above

7. According to Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, India is a
   - Factor-driven economy
   - Efficiency-driven economy
   - Innovation-driven economy
   - None of the above
   
   Accepted Answers: Innovation-driven economy

8. Which US university publishes University Entrepreneurship index?
   - Rensselaer University
   - Columbia University
   - Georgia University
   - None of the above
   
   Accepted Answers: Columbia University

9. What is rank of India in Global Entrepreneurship Index 2019?
   - 68
   - 86
   - 29
   - 62
   
   Accepted Answers: 68

10. Which of the following countries has specific act for small and medium enterprises?
    - China
    - Korea
    - Japan
    - USA
    
    Accepted Answers: USA